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UNDERSTANDING CRICUT BLADES FOR BAG MAKERS 
 
Introduction 
This document summarizes Cricut blades that are compatible with the Maker.  While this document will focus on blades, the 
blade and material settings really work hand in hand. As bagmakers the materials we often use (other than interfaced quilting 
cotton) are frequently different than the materials Cricut’s main market uses. (The core Cricut users are dominantly paper crafters, 
HTV crafters, and sublimation makers who use a lot of Cricut-branded materials. Thus Cricut’s standard settings are not 
especially geared to the medium-to-heaier-weight materials used by bag makers. It is usually through trial and error as bag 
makers we adapt Cricut’s stated settings or make our own custom settings. 
 
How This Was Compiled 
This info has been complied based on a combination of sources which include *Cricut.com, Cricut-expert “sponsored” bloggers 
(whose opinions are their own), input from experienced Cricut cutters in the bag-making community, in combination with my own 
testing and personal experience. All fabrics and materials can be different, not only in thickness, but in density and hardness, 
and can also be complicated by fabric backings.  This may impact the performance you experience from the information that 
follows. Test cutting is always necessary the first time you cut a fabric. 
 
*I suggest you read between the lines with Cricut’s blade descriptions, particularly as relates to fine point blades. Link:  
https://help.cricut.com/hc/en-us/articles/360009432294-All-About-Cricut-Blades-and-Machine-Tools#h_f3e501b3-
255a-435c-878c-0428d4e7356b 
 
THE BLADES IN SUMMARY 
These are blades that can be used on the “Maker” model. And below are my opinions about them related to bag maker 
materials. 
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For cutting bag making FABRIC such as vinyl, cork and leather, I mostly use the Deep Point and/or Knife Blade the most often. I 
rarely use the rotary because of its lack of precision on tight curves and cutouts smaller than ¾.” For thinner vinyls (up to about 
1.5-2mm), I’ve even used the Fine Point blade with great success. In fact I have cut thin vinyl (1.5mm) with cotton fused to the 
back using Heat’nBond Ultra hold (up to 2.5mm) using the Fine Point Blade. 
 
For cutting (non-fabric) piece TEMPLATES using cardstock (Extra-Heavy 120 lb / 325GSM) or plastic (Dollar Tree 
placements,) I mostly use the Fine Point blade on a standard (or strong grip) mat. 
 
Helpful Advice 
One of the things I keep next to my Cricut machine is a digital caliper. I got used to measuring leather with a digital caliper, and 
have found it a valuable tool for an initial measurement of material thickness in both ounce and millimeter.  While thickness is not 
the only criteria for blade choice, it is good place to start. 
 
  



 

 

 
CRICUT BLADES OVERVIEW  
Blades that can be used on the Cricut “Maker” model 

 

 
FINE POINT 
Cricut fine-point blades are color-coded so you can see at-a-glance which blade to use for materials!  They are 
designed to make the most intricate cuts on fine to medium-weight** materials. Cricut usually packages the regular 
Silver-Housing Fine Point with its machines, yet they tend to promote the “Premium” Fine Point in the gold housing 
saying the premium blade is made of German carbide steel, which supposedly lasts longer. I wish I could say this 
durability was true.  So many factors come into play with blade longevity. I often wonder if the stated german carbide 
used in the “premium” versus regular fine point blade is actually any different. Outside of supposedly lasting longer, 
in my personal experience I haven’t noticed a difference in cutting performance between the two.  Moreover, if you 
read between the lines in how Cricut articulates their “marketing” descriptions, one might conclude that the only 
difference among the fine points is the color of the housing and not the blades themselves!  
 
(**Note: What Cricut calls “medium” is not what I’d call medium relative to bag making fabrics.) 

 
Fine-Point (Silver Housing) 

• Blade: 45-degree angle 
• Functionality:  A precision blade best for intricate cuts on fine to medium weight materials 

Housing: Can be used in either silver or gold housing, but ideally use silver housing for identification 
• Material Thickness:  Fine to medium. (Thickness in mm overall not designated. However, I’ve personally 

cut thin structured vinyl up to approximately 2.4mm with the fine point blade when it is gripped well to the 
mat.)  

 
Premium Fine-Point (Gold Housing) 

• Blade: 45-degree 
• Functionality:  Cricut claims this blade is made of German carbide steel and resists wear/tear/breakage 

for a longer life of precision cutting as compared to regular fine point blade. 
• Housing: Can be used in either silver or gold housing, but ideally use gold housing for identification. 
• Material Thickness:  Light to mid-weight materials. (Thickness in mm overall not designated or TBD.) 

 
Bonded-Fabric (Pink Housing) 

• Blade: 45-degree blade 
• Functionality:  Same as Premium Fine Point. Good for intricate cuts; also recommended for bonded fabric.  
• Housing:  Can be used in either gold or pink Housing; but ideally pink for identification. Pink housing 

allows you to identify as designated for fabric that is bonded. Think:  Similar to how you might designate 
certain scissors for sewing/cutting fabric versus those for paper. 

• Material Thickness: (Thickness in mm overall not designated or TBD.) 
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Blades that can be used on the Cricut “Maker” model (Continued) 
 

 
DEEP POINT (Black Housing) 

• Blade: 60-degree angle 
• Functionality:  Good for intricate cuts on harder/denser materials, made with harder steel supposedly. 
• Material Thickness:  Cricut does not specifically indicate it’s better for thicker fabric but rather “intricate cuts on 

harder/denser materials,” including some fabrics. (Opinion: The steeper 60-degree angle could indicate it is 
better with slightly thicker materials.) 

• Housing:  Must only be used with Black Deep Point black housing. 
• Material/Thickness:  Harder/denser materials up to 1.5mm (Opinion: I’ve used it for up to 2mm-ish in 

circumstances where material is softer.) 
 

ROTARY (Gear Housing) 
• Blade: Small diameter rotary in gear housing 
• Functionality:  Recommended minimum image size of 3/4 in (1.9 cm). Smaller images than this may cause the 

blade to scrape as it tries to make a small turn, which may leave a gouge in your mat, and may diminish the 
life of the blade, according to Cricut. In my personal experience, more often I’ve found the rotary makes ugly 
“bulbous” rounded corners in some situations and doesn’t cut out rivet holes well. 

• Housing: Can only be used in Rotary blade’s housing 
• Mat: Cricut recommends Rotary Blade should be used with the Fabric-Grip mat which is made of a stronger, 

more dense material 
• Material/Thickness:  Rotary is recommended for less dense fabric up to 1.9mm 

 
 
KNIFE (Gear Housing) 

• Blade: Knife-edge in gear housing 
• Functionality:  Ideal for cuts of moderate detail in thicker materials. Whereas the deep cut blade drags more, 

the knife blade can lift and pivot and turn better in places. 
• Housing: Can only be used in Knife blade housing.  
• Other: Must be calibrated before first time use. 
• Material Thickness: The extra-deep Knife Blade slices through dense materials up to 3/32 in (2.4mm) thick. 

(Opinion: I’ve used it for up to 3mm in circumstances where material is softer.) 
 

 
 

 


